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Abstract: A multi robot system can be highly beneficial for exploration, which
is a core robotics task. Application domains include for example surveillance,
reconnaissance, planetary exploration or rescue missions. When using a team of
robots, the overall performance can be much faster and more robust. In this article,
an approach to multi robot exploration is presented that takes the constraints of
wireless networking into account. An algorithm is introduced based on a population
that samples the possible moves of all robots and a utility to select the best one
in each time step. Results from two scenarios are presented. In the first one, a
team of robots explores its environment while permanently maintaining an ad hoc
network structure with each other as well as a base station at a fixed location. In
the second one, the robots move freely as a pack while maintaining communication
with each other.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Exploration is a core issue for many robotics applications as pointed out for example by Zelinsky (1992) or Makarenko et al. (2002). Examples
include surveillance and reconnaissance (Hougen
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et al. (2000)), mapping of inaccessible areas like
abandoned mines (Thrun et al. (2003)) or underwater caves (Ende (2001)), as well as lunar (Klarer
(1997)) or planetary exploration (Schilling and
Jungius (1996))
A popular basis for exploration in general is the
frontier-based exploration algorithm introduced
by Yamauchi (1997). In the Frontier-Based Exploration algorithm, the frontier is defined as the
collection of regions on the boundary between
open and unexplored space. A robot moves to
the nearest frontier, which is the nearest unknown
area. By moving to the frontier, the robot explores
new parts of the environment. This new explored
region is added to the map that is created during
the exploration.
Obviously, multi-robot systems are a very interesting option for exploration as they can lead to
a significant speed-up and increased robustness.
There are several possibilities to extent the fron-

tier based algorithm to a multi robot version. First
of all, there is the option to use the most straightforward extension; namely to let the robots run
individually and to simply fuse their data in a
global map (Birk and Carpin (2006a)). Each robot
then simply moves to its nearest frontier cell (Yamauchi (1998)). More sophisticated versions try
to coordinate the different robots such that they
do not tend to move toward the same frontier
cell (Burgard et al. (2000); Simmons et al. (2000);
Burgard et al. (2005)). One can for example use
a utility that incorporates the cost of moving to
the frontiers and that discounts situations where
two or more robots approach the same frontier
region. As alternative to the frontier based approach, a simple sweeping pattern can be used to
guide a robot through an environment. Singh and
Fujimura (1993) for example use this strategy for
exploration with multiple heterogeneous robots.
In their work, the coordination deals with an
effective use of the different sensing capabilities
and sizes of the robots.
An often neglected problem for multi-robot exploration is that the robots need to exchange data.
But when it comes to real multi-robot systems,
communication relies on wireless networks typically based on the IEEE 802.11 family of standards, which is also known as WLAN technology
(O’Hara and Petrick (1999)), or some alternative
RF technology. RF links suffer from various limitations (Park et al. (2003)). Especially, they have
a limited range. At least, not every robot has to
be within the range of each others transceiver.
When using ad-hoc networking (Perkins (2000)),
the underlying dynamic routing (Johnson et al.
(2004); Royer and Toh (1999); Johnson and Waltz
(1996)) can be employed to transport data via
several hops of robots that are in mutual contact
to bridge longer distances.
In this article an extension of frontier based exploration is presented where the robots constantly
maintain a distributed network structure, i.e.,
where they are constantly in contact with each
other. This communicative exploration algorithm
is based on a utility function, which weights the
benefits of exploring unknown territory versus
the goal of keeping communication intact. There
are two main motivations for an exploration algorithm that establishes perfect communication
among the robots. First, the known approaches
to multi robot exploration are typically based on
an extensive exchange of data like the poses of
the robots, individual maps and targets for the
motion planning. Second, typical application domains like reconnaissance, surveillance or rescue
missions require an instantaneous delivery of the
exploration data to the users of the multi robot
system.

Rescue robotics is also the application scenario
from which our interest in this problem arose.
At the International University Bremen (IUB),
a team is working since 2001 in this domain
(Birk et al. (2006); Birk (2005); Birk et al. (2004,
2002a))(Figure1). Rescue robots can assist first
responders in disasters like earthquakes or daily
incidents like accidents with hazardous material
(Birk and Carpin (2006b); Snyder (2001); Murphy
et al. (2001)). A typical mission is the detection
and localization of victims. As human assessment
of the situation and even tele-operation are required in such challenging applications, the reliable transmission of data from the robots is hence
extremely crucial.
The rest of this article is structured as follows.
In section 2, the basic properties and concepts
of communicative exploration are introduced. Results are presented from a scenario where the
robots communicate with each other and with a
base station at a fixed location. A second scenario
with freely moving robots packs is introduced in
section 3. As shown with the results of intermediate experiments, the robots can get stuck in
deadlock situations in this scenario. A solution
using role changes in deadlocks is presented. Results from the final experiments in this scenario
demonstrate that this strategy is indeed successful. Section 4 concludes the article.

2. COMMUNICATIVE EXPLORATION
USING A BASE STATION
2.1 Background
The main goal of communicative exploration is
to explore an unknown environment with a group
of robots that maintain communication with each
other throughout the whole exploration process.
The core elements of the algorithm are as follows.
A population of possible moves is used to control
the motion of the different robots. The collection
of the moves of all robots is called a configuration
change. Out of the complete population one configuration change is selected for the movement of
the robots. A heuristic utility guides this selection
of this configuration change out of the population.
This function assigns a value to every configuration change and through it the usefulness of a
configuration change is decided.
The experiments are carried out in a simulation
where localization and obstacle sensing of the
robots are taken for granted. The robots can hence
generate an ideal map. Given the recent advances
in mapping, this assumption is not completely
unrealistic. An extensive overview of methods to
generate high quality maps from noisy data of
a single robot is for example provided by Thrun

Fig. 1. Two of the IUB rescue robots at the RoboCup 2005 rescue competition in Osaka, Japan.
(2002). When using multiple robots, localization
as well as the map quality can even be significantly
improved (Thrun et al. (2000); Thrun (2001);
Williams et al. (2002); Fenwick et al. (2002); Roy
and Dudek (2001); Ko et al. (2003)). Maps are
represented here in a standard way, namely by a
form of evidence grid (Moravec and Elfes (1985)).
The possible values in each grid cell are as follows:
Unknown : A cell has a state value unknown, if
the specific grid cell has not been visited yet by
a robot.
Visited : As soon as a robot has visited a cell,
meaning the robot has positioned itself on the
cell, the state value will be changed to visited.
Frontier : Frontier cells represent the boundary
between known and unexplored space. From the
frontier the robots move into unknown space.
Obstacle : Parts of the environment are covered
by obstacles, which can not be visited by the
robots. Obstacles are detected by the robots
when they are located next to them.
Figure 2 shows a situation where a group of
robots is exploring an unknown environment. The
different state values of the grid are represented by
different colors. Cells that represent obstacles are
colored black, frontier cells are colored yellow and
cells that represent the areas that are visited are
colored green. Space that is still unknown remains
white. From the picture it can be seen how the
frontier cells separate the unknown area from the
already visited space in the environment.
The general properties of the simulation are motivated by the newest type of IUB rescue robots, the
so-called “Rugbots, a name derived from “rugged
robot. The robots are complete in-house devel-

opment based on the CubeSystem, a collection
of hardware and software components for fast
robot prototyping (Birk (2004); Birk et al. (2002b,
2000)). The Rugbots are tracked vehicles. They
are lightweight, about 17 kg, and have a small
footprint, approximately 50 cm x 50 cm. They are
very agile and fast in unstructured environments
and they also perform well on open terrain. The
robots are equipped with a laser scanner from
Hokuyo Automatic, the URG04-LX. The URG04LX is a rather short range sensor as it covers
4m with an accuracy of +/-10mm. It has an
angular resolution of 0.36 degrees for a total of
683 beams, i.e., it has a large 240 degree field
of view (FOV). Its main advantages are that it
is lightweight and that it has a low power consumption. Hence, it is perfectly suited for mobile
systems. A combination of odometry and inertial sensing is used for rough localization. The
odometry is computed in the CubeSystem based
on input from HP shaft encoders on the motors
and the kinematics of the Rugbots. The odometry
is used to determine translational movements of
the robot. The orientation in space is determined
based on a MTi gyro from XSense. As already
discussed above, the generation of almost perfect maps is very feasible with these robots, even
in very complex environments. There are several
mapping approaches implemented on the robots
including a Simultaneous Mapping and Localization (SLAM) algorithm from Grisetti et al. (2005).
A more detailed description of the robots is given
in Birk et al. (2006).

Fig. 2. An overview of the different state values of the grid cells in the environment during exploration.
Cells representing obstacles are colored black, frontier cells are colored yellow and cell that represent
known space are colored green. Unknown space remains white.
2.2 The construction of the population
As mentioned before, the main idea for communicative exploration is to create a population of
possible moves of every robot during every time
step. For every member of the population a utility
is calculated and the one with the highest utility
value is selected. Before the actual algorithm is
presented in detail, some basic formalisms needs
to be introduced.
At time t, every robot i has a position Pti =
(xit , yti ), which represents its current location in
the environment. The collection of the positions
of the n robots in the environment is denoted as a
configuration. Concretely, a configuration cf gt of
n robots at time t is defined as:
cf gt = {Pt1 , Pt2 , · · · , Ptn }
To make the robots move to a different position, a
so-called configuration change has to take place. A
configuration change at time t is defined as having
every robot perform a movement m, so that it
arrives at a new position Pt0i . A configuration
change cf g ct at time t is defined as follows:

cf g ct = {m1t , m2t , · · · , mnt }
with mit is the movement of robot i at time t.
For the movement mit of a robot following options
exist:
mit ∈ M = {N, N E, E, SE, S, SW, W, N W, R}
where N denotes north, N E denotes north-east,
and so on. So, mit is always a movement to one of
the 8-connected surrounding cells of the current
position of the robot. R is a “non-movement”, i.e.,
0i
Pti = Pt+1
for mit = R. In other words, a robot
remains at its current position.
There are hence 9n different configurations for
n robots. Some of these configurations are not
feasible, like for example when multiple robots
move to the same position or if a robot moves
into an obstacle.
The exponential number of possible new configurations makes it impossible to check them all
in each time step for larger n. Hence, a limited
number of new configurations is randomly generated per time-step and the one with the best
utility is chosen. So, instead of checking all the

9n new configurations, only κ configurations are
considered, with κ  9n .
So, a population popt of κ configuration changes
is created at every time step t :
popt = {cf g c1t , cf g c2t , · · · , cf g cκt }
where each configuration change cf g cit is a set of
moves for n robots.

2.3 The calculation of the utility
For the calculation of the utility of a configuration
change, the different options where a robot can
move to have to be considered. When a robot
wants to move to new position, the following
situations can occur:
Impossible position : An impossible position is
a place in the environment where a robot can
not move to. An example is a position that is
occupied by an obstacle. Another situation is
when two robots move to the same position.
Loss of communication : The main goal of
communicative exploration is to always maintain communication between all agents in the
environment. If one agent in a specific configuration is not within communication range with
any of the others, the configuration should not
be selected.
Frontier cell : Frontier cells represent the boundary between explored and unvisited areas in the
environment. To explore new parts of the environment, the robots have to move to frontier
cells. To accomplish this, the cells that are part
of the frontier should create some sort of attractive force on the robots. This can be achieved
be calculating the distance on the shortest path
to the nearest one.
Other : The last option where a robot can move
to is a location on the field that has already
been explored without getting closer to a frontier. It could also mean that a robot maintains
its position. Although this movement does not
add any new explored areas to the map, it is
not a position that can cause any damage to
the robots.
i
The utility function UCE (Pt+1
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robot to its nearest frontier cell. This value can
be efficiently computed for all robots in parallel in
linear time with an algorithm by Jarvis and Byrne
(1986). Note that the ”penalty” for moving to
an impossible position as well as communication
loss can be an arbitrary constant smaller than -2.
This is the case because a single movement can at
most decrease the Manhattan distance md to the
nearest frontier cell by 2. A configuration change
that includes a penalty of at least -3 will hence
never be selected as the utility of staying at the
current position will always be higher.
The whole utility of a new configuration is then
calculated as follow:
UCE (cf g cit ) =

n
X

j
)
UCE (Pt+1

j=1

The configuration change with the best utility is
then selected from the population and the robots
do the according movements. This process is then
repeated in each time step. Algorithm 1 illustrates
the overall structure as pseudo-code.
Algorithm 1 : Communicative Exploration (using a Base Station)
1: t = 0
2: // run for T steps
3: while t < T do
4:
// generate a population
5:
for i = 1 to κ do
6:
// generate a configuration change
7:
for j = 1 to n do
8:
random select mjt ∈
M
=
{N, N E, E, SE, S, SW, W, N W, R}
9:
end for
10:
cf g ct = {m1t , m2t , · · · , mnt }
11:
end for
12:
popt = {cf g c1t , cf g c2t , · · · , cf g cκt }
13:
// compute fitness; find maximum
14:
cf gmax = cf g c1t
15:
for k = 1 to κ doP
n
j
16:
UCE (cf g ckt ) = j=1 UCE (Pt+1
)
17:
if UCE (cf g ckt ) ≥ UCE (cf gmax ) then
18:
cf g cmax = cf g ckt
19:
end if
20:
end for
21:
// move the robots to the positions with the
maximum fitness
22:
execute cf g cmax
23:
t=t+1
24: end while

2.4 Results
In the following experiments different parameters
are tested on their influence on the exploration
results. First of all, the amount of robots is varied

with n ∈ {1, · · · , 10}. Furthermore, the influence
of the amount of configurations in a population
is tested. As mentioned in section 2.3, κ configurations are calculated to decide on the new
movement of the robots. The question is to which
extent the amount of configurations has an influence on the exploration results. Therefore, a
relatively large range of values is tested, namely
κ ∈ {25, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000}.
The final parameter that is tested on its influence
on the exploration result is the communication
range of the different robots. Different ranges R
are considered, with R ∈ {10, 25, 50, ∞}. The
ranges are based on a circular cell model and
measured in grid cells. A communication range
of ∞ means that the robots can communicate
through the whole environment.
For the experiments described in this section a
base station is assumed where a human operator
is instantaneously accessing the data gathered by
the robots (Rooker and Birk (2005)). As the base
station is supposed to be at a fixed location, the
robot group can not explore an arbitrarily large
environment as the overall reach is limited. So
instead of measuring the time it takes to explore
the entire environment, the experiments with a
base station run for a certain amount of time T
and the amount of grid cells explored is measured.
Here T is set to 15, 000 time steps.
Figure 3 shows the amount of explored cells for
different numbers of robots and communication
ranges. The data is based on 10 runs. The population size is 50 configurations. First of all, it
can be seen that the algorithm scales very well.
An increase in the amount of robots shows an
increase in the explored area. The same holds for
an increase in the communication range, where
a smooth transition from infinity, i.e., the basic
frontier based approach, and arbitrary restrictions
in the range is possible. A further important result
of the experiments is that a population size of 50
configurations is working very well. When increasing κ to 100, 250, 500 or even 1000, no significant
improvements can be measured.

3. EXPLORATION WITH ROBOT PACKS
In the experiments in the previous sections, exploration of an unknown environment is performed
while all the robots in the group maintain communication with each other and with a base station.
Obviously, this setup is not able to explore an
arbitrarily large environment. The reason for this
is the constant communication maintenance with
the base station. By upholding this constraint, the
reachability of a group of n robots with communication range R is limited to:

M AX AREAn =

π(nR)2
−o
2dcell

with M AX AREAn is the maximum reachable
area for n robots counted in amount of grid cells,
dcell is the dimension of a grid cell and o is
the amount of obstacles (in grid cells). Roughly
speaking, this upper bound can be reached if the
n robots are chained together at the very limits of
their individual communication ranges and they
sweep the area in this formation (figure 4):

Fig. 4. The maximum area that can be explored
is limited when constantly maintaining communication with a base station . The upper
bound for this area is a circle with a radius that can be derived from chaining the n
robots at their maximum of their individual
communication ranges together.
An alternative scenario is to lift the base station
constraint and hence allow potentially unlimited
exploration. The group of robots, a so-called robot
pack, explores the environment while roaming
around freely (Rooker and Birk (2006)). The only
constraint on the movement of the pack is that
the different robots must maintain communication
with each other.

3.1 First experiments and intermediate results
To test how well this setup functions, the same
experiments as before are performed. As it is assumed that the removal of the base station enables
full exploration, the results of the experiments are
not measured in the amount of grid cells that
are explored, but the time it takes to explore the
entire environment. Although it is assumed that
full exploration will be established, a maximum
amount of time steps is set for an exploration
run. This maximum is set to 150, 000 time steps,
which should be large enough to explore the entire
environment.
But the results of the experiments are surprising.
Figure 5 shows typical data from 10 runs with a
population size of 100 configurations and different
numbers of robots and communication ranges. It
turns out that the removal of the base station
leads to situations where the robot pack gets stuck
in configurations that can not be left anymore.

Fig. 3. The amount of explored cells for different numbers of robots and communication ranges.
The results are based on 10 runs with a population size of 50 configurations. An increase in
communication range and an increase in the amount of robots results in larger explored areas.

Fig. 5. Results from failed experiments with robot packs. It turns out that there are situations where
the robot packs are getting stuck in their configurations and are not able to explore the entire
environment.

Hence, the robots are not able to explore the entire
environment. In the figure 5, these situations
are represented by the error-bars ending at the
maximum value set for the amount of time steps.
The problem occurs when the different robots
want to move to different parts of the environment but they are blocked in their movement
by the communication maintenance constraint.
These situations where the robot pack gets stuck
are denoted as deadlock situations. Some deadlock
situations are depicted in figure 6.

maximum, namely the communication distance. If
the robots move further away from each other, the
communication constraint will be violated. The
utility value will make sure that communication is
maintained. On the other hand, the utility value is
also responsible for attracting the robots toward
the frontier. So this results in situations where
the robots wants to move in the direction of the
frontier, but is restrained in this movement cause
of the communication constraint.
Another aspect that is of influence on the deadlock situations is the presence of obstacles in the
environment. To move to new unknown areas, the
robots have to move around obstacles. Due to
the communication constraint this is not always
possible. To move around obstacles, robots have
to move further away from each other than what
is allowed by the communication constraint.

3.2 Discovering deadlocks

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Deadlock situations of two robot packs.
The lines between the robots indicate a communication link.
As the different robots are spreading out over
the environment, they will move away from each
other, as they are attracted to different parts of
the frontier. At some point in time it will happen
that the distance between two robots is at its

Deadlock situations cause the robot pack to get
stuck during the exploration process. A possible
goal could hence be to control the robot pack in
such a way that deadlock situations do not occur.
Several strategies for this purpose were tried, but
they all failed. For example a utility was used
that established an attractive force between the
robots to prevent a too strong spread of the pack.
But deadlocks nevertheless occurred. In general,
it is likely that a heuristic utility function will
get stuck in local optima when solving the kind
of optimization problem that the robots face.
Note that a deterministic solution is unfeasible
as computing an optimal solution suffers from
combinatorial explosion in every single time step.
Algorithm 2 : Communicative Exploration with
Robot Packs
1: // as long as the whole environment has not
been explored yet
2: while ∃ frontier do
3:
make one step of the basic communicative
exploration (see alg.1; lines 4 to 23)
4:
// check for a deadlock (see alg.3)
5:
if detect-deadlock() then
6:
// recover from the deadlock (see alg.4)
7:
deadlock-recovery()
8:
end if
9: end while
Instead of avoiding deadlocks it is hence a better option to recover from these situations as illustrated in algorithm 2. The main idea behind
deadlock recovery is to add extra behaviors to
the robots. Until so far, the robot all perform
an exploration behavior where the robots move to
the frontier between unknown and explored space.

From now on, this behavior will be defined as the
explorer role.
To accomplish the recovery from deadlock situations with a role-based approach, several aspects
have to be considered. First of all, it is necessary
to define the different roles that are necessary to
recover from a deadlock situation. Another important point is to know when the robots have to
change from one role to another. Here the trigger
for a role-change is rather straightforward, namely
when a deadlock situation arises. The questions
remains how to detect a deadlock situation. There
are two criteria for deadlock detection: no progress
in the exploration and limited movement of the
robots.
The detection of no progress is rather straightforward. Every robot is aware of the progress
made by every other robot, thanks to the maintenance of communication. If all the robots are
not updating their internal map and thus no new
information is broadcasted to the other robots,
it can be concluded that there is not progress. If
this situation is maintained for a longer period
of time, it can be that the robot pack is in a
deadlock situation. Unfortunately, this does not
always have to be the case. For example at the end
of an exploration run when almost the entire environment is explored, it can happen that the robots
have to travel a larger distance to the last part
of the frontier. During this time no new areas of
the environment are explored as the robots move
through known space and thus no new information
is broadcasted. If one assumes that no progress is
the only condition for detecting a deadlock than
during those large movements a lot of deadlock
situations are falsely detected.
Therefore a second aspect has to be taken into
consideration. Limited movement of the robot
pack is a second important aspect of a deadlock
situation. As the different robots in the pack
will keep on trying to reach a certain spot on
the frontier, which is unreachable because of the
maximum distance the robots can be away from
each other, they will approximately remain at the
same position for longer periods of time.
The detection of this aspect is a bit trickier. For
checking if a robot is moving significantly, the
minimum and maximum limits of the x and y
coordinates of the robot are stored. Every time
step, the new position of a robot is compared
with the minimum and maximum coordinates
visited so far. If the new x or y coordinate of the
position is smaller than the minimum or larger
than the maximum position so far, these values
are updated. After a certain amount of steps S,
the stored positions are compared. If the difference
between the maximum and the minimum position
is smaller than a certain distance , the robots

are considered to be stuck and thus in a deadlock
situation. If the distance is large enough, the
collected data is discarded and new positions
are collected. Exploration progress can easily be
included in this aspect. If during the collection
of positions a frontier cell is encountered, the so
algorithm is also reset. The deadlock detection is
sketched as pseudo-code in algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 : The detect-deadlock() function
1: // check for every robot
2: for i = 1 to n do
3:
// if a robot hits a frontier then reset the
deadlock detection
4:
if map(P i ) = f rontier then
5:
minx = maxx = P i .x
6:
miny = maxy = P i .y
7:
HistP oints = 0
8:
return(FALSE)
9:
else
10:
// update the changes in x and y
11:
if (P i .x < minx) : minx = P i .x
12:
if (P i .y < miny) : miny = P i .y
13:
if (P i .x > maxx) : maxx = P i .x
14:
if (P i .y > maxy) : maxy = P i .y
15:
// check whether last frontier visit is
older than S steps
16:
if HistP oints > S then
17:
// if no progress is made
18:
if ((maxx−minx) < ε) and ((maxy −
miny) < ε) then
19:
// notify that a deadlock took place
20:
return(TRUE)
21:
else
22:
// otherwise reset the deadlock detection
23:
minx = maxx = P i .x
24:
miny = maxy = P i .y
25:
HistP oints = 0
26:
end if
27:
end if
28:
HistP oints = HistP oints + 1
29:
end if
30: end for
31: return(FALSE)
With this algorithm a single robot is able to detect
if it is stuck in a deadlock situation. By sending
a deadlock message over the network, the other
robots are also aware of it. At the moment every
robot is in a deadlock, the whole pack is stuck and
no progress is made anymore.

3.3 Roles and meeting point strategies
Based on the algorithm defined in the previous
subsection, it is possible to detect deadlock situations. But now a concept is needed to recover
from them. The moment a deadlock situation is

detected, a robot in the pack is selected to become
the meeting point and it is assigned this role. The
selected robot stops its exploring behavior and
will remain stationary at its current location. The
other robots in the pack also change their behavior
and are assigned the wanderer role. The robots
that are assigned this role are moving toward the
meeting point instead of the frontier.
For moving toward the meeting point, the robots
can use the joined map and the Manhattan distance transform to find the shortest path. An
example can be seen in figure 7. For the actual
movements of the robots a standard hill-climbing
algorithm is used for motion planning. Instead of
calculating different configurations, which is done
during normal exploration, every robots checks
which neighboring cell has the lowest distance
value. This specific cell is then selected to be the
next one to move to. The robots keep on moving
toward the meeting point until all the robots are
within a certain distance of the meeting point and
within communication range. As soon as this is
the case, all robots change back into the role of
explorer and the normal exploration process is
resumed.
Algorithm 4 : The deadlock-recovery() function
1: // randomly select a robot as meeting point
2: rand = randomselect ∈ 1, ..., n
3: Pmeet = P rand
4: // until every robot is at the meeting point
5: while ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n} : P i 6= Pmeet do
6:
// move every robot closer to the meeting
point using Manhattan distance path planning
7:
for i = 1 to n do
8:
determine min(md(P̂ i , Pmeet )) with P̂ i ∈
{(xi + 1, y i ), (xi + 1, y i + 1), (xi + 1, y i −
1), (xi , y i + 1), (xi , y i − 1), (xi − 1, y i +
1), (xi − 1, y i ), (xi − 1, y i − 1)}
9:
move robot i one step to P̂ i
10:
end for
11: end while
So, the communication maintenance constraint is
not uphold during the movement to the meeting
point. There are two reasons for this. First, the
wanderers are moving through known space. No
new space will be explored while they are moving,
so there is no need for exchanging new data. Even
in the situation that a bit of new space is scanned
by coincidence by a wanderer, it can share its
data with the other robots as soon as it arrives at
the meeting point. A second and more important
reason why communication is not maintained is
that it was this constraint in the first place that
got the robots stuck in a deadlock.
Two different versions are tested for the meeting
point strategy. The first one is the random meeting

point strategy. As soon as a deadlock situation is
encountered, the robots are changing their roles.
One robot is randomly selected to become the
meeting point. In the second strategy, the nearest
to the frontier meeting point, the wanderers meet
at the robot that is closest to the frontier. The
idea behind this strategy is that if the meeting
point is as close as possible to the frontier, the
robots are then after deadlock recovery very close
to the frontier, which can speed up exploration.
One version, the deadlock recovery with random
meeting point selection is sketched as pseudo-code
in algorithm 4. The variant with the ”nearest to
the frontier” meeting point requires a few straightforward changes in lines 1 to 3 of algorithm 4.

3.4 Results
The idea to recover from deadlocks instead of
trying to avoid them has shown to be very fruitful.
Figure 8 and figure 9 show results from experiments using robot packs with roles for exploration.
Both figures show the time it takes for different
numbers of robots and communication ranges to
explore the whole environment. The data is based
on 10 runs. The population size is 100 configurations, though results for 50 configurations as
well as up to 1000 configurations are again very
similar.
It can be noticed that the whole environment
is always fully explored. Not a single case was
encountered where the discovery of a deadlock
and the subsequent recovery failed in almost 5000
experiments with different parameters settings.
Furthermore, the algorithm scales very well, which
can be seen in figure 8 and figure 9. An increase
in the amount of robots shows an increase in the
explored area. The same holds for an increase
in the communication range. Last but not least,
it can be noted that there is hardly any difference between the results when using the ”random
meeting point” strategy (figure 8) and the ”nearest to the frontier” strategy (figure 9). This can be
explained by the fact that the overall time of the
algorithm is mainly spent with actual exploration.
It also indicates that the general idea of deadlock
recovery is very robust and delivers a high performance independent of the concrete meeting point
strategy.

4. CONCLUSION
Communicative exploration as a novel technique
for multi robot exploration was presented. It is designed to take the constraints of wireless networking, namely the limited range of the transceivers,
into account. For this purpose, a simple utility
function is used that guides the movements of

Fig. 7. Distance map for meeting point strategies. The darker the grid cells, the closer the robot is to
the meeting point.

Fig. 8. Results of robot packs using a ”random meeting point” strategy and a population of 100
configurations. The exploration is always successful. The algorithm scales very well, an increase
in the number of robots leads to a decrease in the time it takes for exploration.

Fig. 9. Results of robot packs using a ”nearest to the frontier” strategy and a population of 100
configurations.
the robots. The algorithm proceeds in time steps
where in each step a random population of socalled configuration changes is generated. The
configuration changes represent possible movements of the different robots. The best configuration change according to the utility function
is selected in each time step and executed. The
results presented in this article cover two different
scenarios. In the first one, the robots maintain a
network structure with each other as well as with a
base station. In the second scenario, the base station constraint is lifted and the robots can roam
freely as a pack. The basic algorithm performs
very well in the first scenario. In the second one,
the robots can get stuck in deadlock situations,
which form kind of local optima in the utility.
Roles are used as a remedy for this. The robots can
detect the deadlocks by a lack of progress in the
exploration as well as in their movements. Then,
they select one robot as a meeting point and the
others move there. In doing so, they only traverse
the already known and mapped regions of the environment. Hence, the communication constraint
can be lifted during this time. When they are close
to the meeting point and in communication range
with each other, the normal exploration behavior
proceeds. This deadlock recovery strategy works
very well and the robots always explore the whole
environment in the related experiments.
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